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The Little Book of Atheist Spirituality
2007-12-27

the perfect antidote to the fiery rhetoric that dominates our
current national debate over religion the little book of atheist
spirituality is the ideal companion to such bestsellers as the god
delusion and god is not great i n this inspiring book bestselling
author and philosopher andr� comte sponville offers a new
perspective on the question of god s existence acknowledging the
good that has come of religion while advocating tolerance from
both believers and non believers through clear concise and often
humorous prose comte sponville offers a convincing appeal for a
new form of spiritual life one that at its heart celebrates the
human need to connect to one another and the universe

The Little Book of Atheist Spirituality
2007

there is only one way to deal with bullies even in this politically
correct world and that is to crush them usa today bestselling
author anthony destefano is tired of playing nice after years of
responding patiently and agreeably to the pseudo intellectual
arguments and tactics of today s militant atheists he s had
enough in this entertaining no holds barred retort to atheism and
its proponents destefano reveals the intellectual bankruptcy at
atheism s core and equips believers to respond to its hollow
arguments a witty and devastating takedown of the new atheist
position inside the atheist mind systematically debunks the theories
of richard dawkins christopher hitchens sam harris and others
revealing how inconsistent illogical and frankly ludicrous their
conclusions truly are poking fun at atheists in a clever and
intelligent way destefano demonstrates just how full of holes the
new atheism is and reveals that it is actually a religion of its
own complete with a creed a set of commandments and sacraments



and a rigid moral code with rewards and punishments more than
that destefano exposes that atheism is itself a superstition of the
worst kind using irony and a healthy dose of playful sarcasm
inside the atheist mind lampoons teases and deflates the atheist
position unmasking it for what it is an empty intellectually barren
philosophy devoid of any logic and common sense

Inside the Atheist Mind 2018-03-20

how might it happen that a boy of five or six would be tortured by
the question of the existence of god how would this happen even if
that boy were raised to be an atheist by atheist parents if the boy
was never baptized and never taken to church was never told
about any religion this book records the spiritual autobiography
of a boy who raised in a household which discouraged belief in
anything religious nevertheless came at a young age to worry
about the place of god in his life and family and suffered from
intense fears that he would be condemned to hell because he had
not been baptized looking back here is the way the author describes
his early years i grew up in a household with no place for god or
religion my mother and father were atheists they did not believe in
any divinities and certainly not in the divinity of jesus perhaps like
some of their intellectual friends they dismissed the idea that jesus
of nazareth ever existed this was in america in the 1930 s and 40 s
a time when scientists and intellectuals challenged the claims of
christianity for my parents the questions of who jesus was and
whether he had actually walked the earth were irrelevant is there
a god in heaven is creation a gift to us from god does god love and
care for his children these were not questions my parents would
entertain such statements had been denounced as meaningless by the
scientists and the rationalists who insisted that all discussions
of god are pointless the author recalls his childhood swept by the
cold winds of atheism as especially painful because his mother
suffering from the loss of meaning of the atheist s vision sank into
a deep depression and then into madness she suffered a series of
nervous breakdowns and spent most of the author s early years in



and out of mental hospitals as a child the author felt spiritually
bankrupt he felt he counted for little in my parents world i
counted for even less in the larger world i looked out at the vast
universe that the scientists described and saw it as a frightening
place darkness and frozen space extended for millions of miles in all
directions and there was nothing out there to comfort us or give
our lives meaning the author was born into the great depression
and went off to grammar school during world war ii both events
exerting a terrible impact on his family contributing to his mother s
mental imbalance and his own feelings of insecurity i was four
years old the author writes when world war ii began as the war
grew more widespread and destructive i watched with terror the
newsreel reports of nazi bombings i listened horrified to the
newscasts on the radio every week fresh issues of time and life
magazines entered our house and they brought new images of cities
in flames or bombed to smoking rubble there were close up photos
of the dead on the battlefield of soldiers bleeding to death of
bodies on a beach i recall in particular a photo of a boy my age
standing in the ruins of his apartment building somewhere in europe
he looks lost frightened and utterly alone he wonders if his mother
missing since the bombing is alive in the ruins rubble and twisted
metal are all that remain of the city street he had called his home
turning the pages of that life magazine a terrible fear and sorrow
seized me i identified with the boy i feared what had happened to him
would happen to me the author speaks of how from a source he
could not name powerful religious emotions primarily fear of a god
of wrath took hold of him and initiated me into a secretive life i
kept hidden from my father the fears were brought into focus when i
casually used words that had a religious meaning i didn t
understand the words were these cross my heart and hope to die i
had heard other kids utter these words when they wanted to
impress one another with the truth of an assertion they often said
them when it seemed fairl



''Wake Up and Die Right!'' 2010-06-08

join tom and alice on a voyage of discovery as they travel
through time to witness the true story of the big bang at the
dawn of the universe the formation of planet earth the evolution
of life and the development of human societies and moral codes
back cover

What I'll Tell Tom: The Atheist Kid's Bible
2011

an impassioned atheist s rallying cry for nonbelievers to be honest
with themselves and their families about their lack of beliefs and in
so doing help change the american cultural conversation even as a
growing number of americans don t believe in god many are reticent
to actually say so kate cohen argues it s not only time for those
of little faith to proudly announce themselves it s crucial to our
country s future in her exuberant dive into the joy of fully
embracing atheism including as a parent washington post
contributing columnist kate cohen does not dismiss all religion as
evil or ridiculous instead cohen investigates religion s appeal in
order to explain the ways we can thrive without it atheists
agnostics and religious skeptics all should read this book

We of Little Faith 2023

a poetic and philosophical negotiation of the alternatives of
atheism and religious faith in a man of little faith the french poet
and philosopher michel deguy reflects on the loss of religious faith
both personally and culturally disenchanted not only with the
oversimplifications of radical atheism but also with what he sees
as an insipid sacralization of art as the influence of religion has
waned deguy refuses to focus on loss or impossibility instead he
actively suspends belief producing a poetic deconstruction that



though resolutely a theistic makes a plea for an earthly piety and
for the preservation of the relics of religion for the world to
come two essays by jean luc nancy and a recent interview with
deguy are included which reveal the impact and implications of
deguy s ongoing reflection and its significance within his generation
of french thought

A Man of Little Faith 2014-11-19

jonathan m s pearce s second book after free will continues along
the same philosophical and theological vein aiming to provide a
cumulative case against the existence of god and more specifically
god s triple characteristics of omniscience omnipotence and
omnibenevolence split into useful categories with an introduction
to each category these are questions that demand to be answered
adequately and plausibly in order for the believer to retain a
rationally based faith pearce s easy writing style and explanation
of philosophy theology and science on the popular level make this
book as enjoyable to read as it is thought provoking does god
change his mind when prayed to and why has he never produced a
miracle since biblical times that couldn t have occurred naturally
anyway like re growing an amputee s leg god only knows pearce
demands from god a rational explanation to all of the problems
that seem illogical or incoherent these are damningly challenging
inconsistencies in the christian narrative that necessarily
antagonize any rational reader if you are still or used to be
christian the little book of unholy questions is an overview of the
critical questions you need to be asking yourself derek murphy
jesus potter harry christ

The Little Book of Unholy Questions
2011-04

this is a book for kids ages 7 11 it has fun illustrations and lets
kids know that it is ok to not believe in a god or gods i m an



atheist and that s ok i don t need to kneel down and pray i m an
atheist but what does that mean i don t need to believe in what
can t be seen i wanted to focus on the science aspect and the desire
to learn and explore all that life has to offer there are a few
activities for the kids to do with their parents and by themselves i
wanted this book to bring not only learning to the family but
also create some quality time this book includes 2 experiments you
can do with your kidsa word search has answer key 5 question
true or false has answer key anda few definitions atheist
evolution hominid scientific method

I'm an Atheist and That's Ok 2014-03-20

in roger williams s little book of virtues religion writer becky
garrison delves into the life of her eleventh twelfth great
grandfather to uncover the untold story behind this forgotten
pioneer of religious liberty employing a format reminiscent of how
proust can change your life and the little book of atheist
spirituality garrison examines roger williams s work through the
lens of the four classical virtues which as she observes define
values that have an almost universal consensus regardless of one
s particular belief system how can roger williams s life and
ministry shed light on the role of the citizens in a global pluralized
world garrison asks why this conversation focusing on the role
of religion in public life got relegated to moralists like william j
bennett who crafted a fundamentalist rulebook that views these
virtues through a very strict black and white lens in this age of
horizontal social media what prevents people from standing up to
these modern day goliaths and taking away their media megaphone
here garrison sees hope in the rise of the nones who like williams
follow their own spiritual path and create spaces that embrace
women poc lgbt folks and others marginalized by the institutional
church



Roger Williams’s Little Book Of Virtues
2020-03-01

in roger williams s little book of virtues religion writer becky
garrison delves into the life of her eleventh twelfth great
grandfather to uncover the untold story behind this forgotten
pioneer of religious liberty employing a format reminiscent of how
proust can change your life and the little book of atheist
spirituality garrison examines roger williams s work through the
lens of the four classical virtues which as she observes define
values that have an almost universal consensus regardless of one
s particular belief system how can roger williams s life and
ministry shed light on the role of the citizens in a global pluralized
world garrison asks why this conversation focusing on the role
of religion in public life got relegated to moralists like william j
bennett who crafted a fundamentalist rulebook that views these
virtues through a very strict black and white lens in this age of
horizontal social media what prevents people from standing up to
these modern day goliaths and taking away their media megaphone
here garrison sees hope in the rise of the nones who like williams
follow their own spiritual path and create spaces that embrace
women poc lgbt folks and others marginalized by the institutional
church

Roger Williams's Little Book Of Virtues
2020-03-01

a born atheist explains his point of view the term born atheist is
not new but it is used increasingly by today s atheist activists tim
covell has chosen born atheist as the title of his new book on one
hand covell explains the phrase born atheist is fun because it
enrages religionists who would want to deny the truth of the
statement however atheist means without deities so the argument
can be won simply by pulling out a dictionary but on the other



hand covell continues born atheist includes the concept that
atheism is a natural state and religion is a social virus to some
degree he claims the term refers to a world view that is broader
than religion atheism existed before religion and will continue after
religion fades covell relates that he wrote his book out of
frustration with popular texts that require an advanced degree
to understand covell says he would like to be the michael moore
of atheism he points out that thousands of journalists wrote
about the 9 11 attacks but it took moore s common sense to ask
for the videotape of george w bush s blank reaction to the news
that the nation was under attack that moore used so effectively
in fahrenheit 9 11 covell attempts to bring the same down to
earth style and common sense approach to atheism for example he
obtains federal statistics to show that atheists appear in prison
at 1 20th of the expected rate he demonstrates that the rates of
crime are significantly higher in religious states similarly raising
the question of whether religion is bad for your health he shows
that the most religious states are also the most obese covell
spends considerable time analyzing problems with religion he builds
incrementally starting with small miracles like the image of jesus
on a tortilla and building to more serious matters such as religion
s harmful prejudices against women and gays he ends his analysis
with a look at murders committed in the name of religion and the
potential danger of religious end time myths in exploring how
religion is used to justify illegal acts such as the 9 11 attacks
covell coins the term superlegal to refer to supernaturally
justified illegal acts and points to the dangers of religious
scriptures bringing ancient tribalism into the modern world for
example covell says the christian and muslim scriptures condemn
non believers to an eternity in hell this makes it easier for religious
zealots to kill others since the believers think the others will
spend eternity in hell killing them now only gives them a little head
start these beliefs are particularly dangerous in the today s
world covell says when modern weapons can be used to bring
about mass destruction covell concludes by suggesting that
atheists learn from the gay rights movement about how to



organize and pursue their agenda he suggests action steps atheists
may wish to consider but concludes that atheism is a rising tide
that will wash away the stain of religion

Born Atheist 2010-11

this is a layman s look into the controversial battle between
atheists and those of religious belief taken from the atheist
perspective this author touches on a variety of topics thus
differing from the majority of books available on this subject
matter while many books recently have been written of this great
controversy none give a better broader perspective on the many
facets of the discussion while neither a scientist nor a
professional debater mr egan focuses on making his points
consistent and with a nod to having his book accessible giving the
casual observer and serious theologian alike an interesting read in
this book he covers such areas as the fossil record questions for
atheists that can t be answered religion in the schools evolution
and more he poses statements from the theistic side that he
counters confidently and with a little reason and critical thinking
thrown in for good measure if you read this book be prepared to
come away with a better understanding of the issues and perhaps a
little move up the ladder of enlightenment

Don't Tell Your Momma You're an Atheist
2010-11-15

the editorial office of the atheist had for some years past become
less and lessprominently interesting as a feature of ludgate hill
the paper was unsuited to theatmosphere it showed an interest in
the bible unknown in the district and a knowledge ofthat volume to
which nobody else on ludgate hill could make any conspicuous
claim itwas in vain that the editor of the atheist filled his front
window with fierce and finaldemands as to what noah in the ark did
with the neck of the giraffe it was in vain that heasked violently



as for the last time how the statement god is spirit could be
reconciledwith the statement the earth is his footstool it was in
vain that he cried with an accusingenergy that the bishop of
london was paid l12 000 a year for pretending to believe thatthe
whale swallowed jonah it was in vain that he hung in conspicuous
places the mostthrilling scientific calculations about the width
of the throat of a whale was it nothing tothem all they that
passed by did his sudden and splendid and truly sincere
indignationnever stir any of the people pouring down ludgate hill
never the little man who editedthe atheist would rush from his
shop on starlit evenings and shake his fist at st paul s inthe
passion of his holy war upon the holy place he might have spared
his emotion thecross at the top of st paul s and the atheist shop
at the foot of it were alike remote from theworld the shop and the
cross were equally uplifted and alone in the empty heavens to the
little man who edited the atheist a fiery little scotchman with
fiery red hair andbeard going by the name of turnbull all this
decline in public importance seemed not somuch sad or even mad but
merely bewildering and unaccountable he had said the worstthing
that could be said and it seemed accepted and ignored like the
ordinary second bestof the politicians every day his blasphemies
looked more glaring and every day the dustlay thicker upon them it
made him feel as if he were moving in a world of idiots heseemed
among a race of men who smiled when told of their own death or
looked vacantlyat the day of judgement year after year went by
and year after year the death of god in ashop in ludgate became a
less and less important occurrence all the forward men of hisage
discouraged turnbull the socialists said he was cursing priests
when he should becursing capitalists the artists said that the
soul was most spiritual not when freed fromreligion but when
freed from morality year after year went by and at least a man
came bywho treated mr turnbull s secularist shop with a real
respect and seriousness he was ayoung man in a grey plaid and he
smashed the window



The Ball and the Cross 2020-11-12

in these times of turbulence around the world and great
uncertainty about our collective future we can discover joy and
comfort in mustafa zaveri s beautifully written book philip
zimbardo professor emeritus of psychology at stanford university
and conductor of the stanford prison experiment terrific little
book it would make a great text for an upper undergraduate or
introductory graduate course in evolutionary behavior
psychology but also a great introduction for the non academic
reader the personal odyssey is moving and inspiring and will
connect with many readers i started cautiously not expecting
much but couldn t put it down someone should publish this little
gem robin fox university professor of social theory at rutgers
university though an atheist mustafa zaveri has sensitivity and
compassion for those who are comforted by their religious beliefs
his book is beautifully written full of ideas and indicates that he
is a man of great integrity sir patrick bateson emeritus professor
of ethology at the university of cambridge and president of the
zoological society of london it s indeed interesting and original
and deserves a readership sir martin rees emeritus professor of
cosmology and astrophysics at the university of cambridge and
the uk s astronomer royal mustafa zaveri has created a concise
and thoughtful synthesis of atheism and evolution with empathy
and support for the huge fraction of humanity who embrace faith
continuously or occasionally in their lives hopefully this will
lead to more civil tolerant and consilient progress toward
solving genuine world problems by reflecting on our human biology
and our historical drives george church professor of genetics at
harvard medical school and professor of health sciences and
technology at harvard and mit mustafa writes extremely well and
clearly his book made me think about the evolutionary roots of
religion given that every culture appears to have mystical beliefs
of some kind his book addresses the issue of why gods persist citing
the title of a book by robert hinde and as such it is much more
constructive than simply stating that god doesn t exist and thus



mocking and alienating those who have religious convictions the
notion that religion might represent a side effect of other mental
qualities that have undergone positive selection during human
evolution is intriguing why humans persist in inventing gods is an
interesting question and mustafa s book really does make a
contribution to answering this question alan dixson adjunct
professor school of biological sciences at victoria university of
wellington zaveri s book is a welcome corrective for the newly
fashionable militant atheism it sensibly suggests that one can be
skeptical about the existence of the unprovable without being
intolerant of those who find it comfortable to believe in the
supernatural religion only becomes objectionable when it gets out
of the private sphere it is alas unfortunate that in the
monotheistic tradition of judaism christianity and islam religion
gets mixed up with the state pierre l van den berghe professor
emeritus of sociology and anthropology at the university of
washington mustafa zaveri has written a concise cogent and
fluent argument against the validity of religious belief his
background and his critical approach makes his ideas all the more
interesting joe herbert emeritus professor of neuroscience at the
university of cambridge i found mustafa s book full of well
thought out reactions to big questions a strong statement well
supported from the scientific literature richard wrangham ruth
moore professor of biological anthropology at harvard
university this is an excellent and very well written book robin
dunbar emeritus professor of evolutionary psychology at the
university of oxford

I'm an Atheist But... 2015-12-08

the foremost conservative evangelical apologist of his generation
quotes prominent atheists to expose the self refuting premise behind
their attacks



The Atheist's Fatal Flaw 2014-01-01

each author first presents his own side and then they interact
through two rounds of objections and replies pedagogical
features include standard form arguments section summaries
bolded key terms and principles a glossary and annotated reading
lists

Is There a God? 2021-10-13

surveys over the last twenty years have seen an ever growing
number of americans disclaim religious affiliations and instead check
the none box in the first sociological exploration of organized
secularism in america richard cimino and christopher smith show
how one segment of these nones have created a new cohesive
atheist identity through activism and the creation of communities
according to cimino and smith the new upsurge of atheists is a
reaction to the revival of religious fervor in american politics
since 1980 feeling overlooked and underrepresented in the public
sphere atheists have employed a wide variety of strategies some
evangelical some based on identity politics to defend and assert
themselves against their ideological opponents these strategies
include building and maintaining communities despite the absence of
the kinds of shared rituals texts and laws that help to sustain
organized religions drawing on in depth interviews with self
identified atheist secularist and humanist leaders and activists as
well as extensive observations and analysis of secular gatherings
and media cimino and smith illustrate how atheists organize and
align themselves toward common goals and how media
particularly web based media have proven invaluable in connecting
atheists to one another and in creating a powerful virtual
community cimino and smith suggest that secularists rely not only
on the internet for community building but on their own new forms
of ritual this groundbreaking study will be essential reading for
anyone seeking to understand the growing atheist movement in



america

Atheist Awakening 2014-10-24

a leading christian intellectual explores the newest strain of
atheism its foremost thinkers the cultural conditions that have
bred it and how christians should respond something has changed in
american culture what for years was a little regarded belief
system atheism has now gained a large and increasing national
hearing through the writings of new atheists such as dawkins
dennett harris and hitchens wanting to both inform and equip
serious minded christians regarding this cultural shift r albert
mohler jr explores the environment that has bred the new atheism
while also introducing readers to the movement s four leading
thinkers and the contours of their arguments mohler deemed the
reigning intellectual of the evangelical movement in the us by time
magazine then uses this foundation to pinpoint eight major
distinctives that make the new atheism new and to discuss the
future of christianity in relationship to it at school and in the
community christians are sure to encounter people who have been
shaped by this strain of atheism here is keen insight that any
believer can use to understand and challenge the new atheists

Atheism justified, and religion superseded
1843

the necessity of atheism is a classic religious essay by the great
english poet percy shelley a close examination of the validity of
the proofs adduced to support any proposition is the only secure
way of attaining truth on the advantages of which it is
unnecessary to descant our knowledge of the existence of a deity
is a subject of such importance that it cannot be too minutely
investigated in consequence of this conviction we proceed briefly
and impartially to examine the proofs which have been adduced it is
necessary first to consider the nature of belief



Atheism Remix: A Christian Confronts the
New Atheists 2008-07

although most historians have sought the roots of atheism in the
history of free thought alan charles kors contends that attacks
on the existence of god were generated above all by the vitality
and controversies of orthodox theistic culture itself in this first
volume of a planned two volume inquiry into the sources and
nature of atheism he shows that orthodox teachers and
apologists in seventeenth century france were obliged by the logic
of their philosophical and pedagogical systems to create many
models of speculative atheism for heuristic purposes unusual in its
broad sampling of the religious literature of the early modern
learned world this book reveals that the great fratricide among
bitterly competing schools of aristotelian cartesian and
malebranchist christian thought encouraged theologians to refute
each other s proofs of god and to depict the ideas of their
theological opponents as atheistic such fratricide was not new in
the history of christendom but kors demonstrates that its
influence was dramatically amplified by the expanding literacy of
the seventeenth century capturing the attention of the reading
public theological debate provided intellectual grounds for the
disbelief of the first generation of atheistic thinkers originally
published in 1990 the princeton legacy library uses the latest
print on demand technology to again make available previously
out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton
university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to
vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the
thousands of books published by princeton university press since
its founding in 1905



The Necessity of Atheism (Annotated)
2016-04-04

this handbook is a pioneering edited volume exploring atheism
understood in the broad sense of an absence of belief in the
existence of a god or gods in its historical and contemporary
expressions it probes the varied manifestations and implications of
unbelief from an array of disciplinary perspectives and in a range of
global contexts

Atheism in France, 1650-1729, Volume I
2014-07-14

do atheists hate god many christians seem to think so for the last
three centuries christians have widely assumed that atheism is
always a result of a rebellious sinful rejection of god according
to this view at some level atheists really do know there is a god
but they sinfully suppress this knowledge because they want to
live independently of god but what if that is not correct what if
some folks are atheists not because they re sinful and foolish but
because they ve thought hard they ve looked carefully and they
have simply not found god what if the common christian
assumptions about atheism are little more than an indefensible
prejudice what if the atheist really is our neighbor

The Oxford Handbook of Atheism 2013-11

the author tracks the course of the book from its origins in 1239
to its most salient episodes in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries introducing colorful individuals obsessed with
possessing the legendary work and the equally obsessive passion
of those who wanted to punish people who sought it this account
sheds light on the power of atheism the threat of blasphemy and
the persistence of free thought during a time when the outspoken



risked being burned at the stake

Is the Atheist My Neighbor? 2015-06-04

this book contains my writings other apologetics writers top
scientists thinkers and scholars on the topics of ontology
evolutionary theory theology biogenesis quantum physics
philosophy science physics scientism and epistemology pertaining to
the core topic of refutations to atheistic materialism crucial to
consider is the idea that it is not any one refutation or data point
of evidence pointing to the plausibility of there being an eternal
causal intelligence that creates a case for the strong possibility
of such an eternal causal intelligence a creator rather it is the
summation of all such robust data points and proofs that
culminates in an over arching and inescapable conclusion that such
a creator is not only highly plausible and therefore worthy of
serious scientific philosophic and theological consideration but
moreover to reject such a conclusion based upon the cumulative
data is tantamount to an overt confession of scientific
malpractice and a glaring naturalism biases

The Atheist's Bible 2012-10-12

this essential guide to coming out as a non believer has been
written to make it easier for atheists agnostics freethinkers and
non believers of all ages and backgrounds to be open about their
non religiosity while minimizing the negative interactions in familial
social and professional circles as a survival guide for non
believers who wish to come out this book provides advice and
resources for those interested in publically rejecting religious
dogma as well as real stories from non believers who have
experienced coming out to less than supportive family or friends
whether you re new to disbelief and looking for the cleanest
possible break from your former faith or you re a lifelong atheist
who wants to establish a sense of community with like minded



people this guide provides useful resources including tips for
handling potential conflicts with believers the author s answers
to some of the most frequently asked questions on behalf of
believers and numerous references to support groups services and
advocacy organizations dedicated to non theists from dealing
with grief from a secular perspective to handling potential clashes
in religious worldviews between significant others this book offers
multiple perspectives from non religious individuals who have
generously shared their experiences to help those atheists who may
find themselves in similar situations

No Apology Necessary Atheism Refuted
Eternal Causal Intelligence Affirmed A
Comprehensive Compendium of Intelligent
Refutations to Atheism 2018-11-15

paperback george geiger s sequel to jesus christian agnostic do
miracles really happen why doesn t god intervene in the world as he
did in biblical times can faith really move a mountain this book is an
absolute must read for anyone who has ever had doubts about the
existence of god or wavered in his or her faith compelling and
personal you will not be able to stop reading until you finish it

Mom, Dad, I'm an Atheist 2012

this important two volume contribution to the field of secular
studies offers the first comprehensive examination of atheists and
non religious people around the world who are atheists how does
atheism relate to various aspects of our social world such as
politics feminism globalization and the family and what is the
current state of atheism internationally atheism and secularity
addresses the growing interest in the non religious world by
exploring these and related questions it is a comprehensive and
compelling look at atheists and atheism both nationally and



internationally covering a range of topics often overlooked in
other books on the subject atheism and secularity is not a
philosophical polemic work but rather an exploration of who
atheists are what they believe how they relate to the world and
how the world relates to them the first volume focuses on topics
such as family life gender sexuality politics and social movements
the second volume looks at atheism and secularity around the
world exploring the lives of non religious people in north america
japan china india europe the arab world and other locations

Miracles for an Atheist 2006

anti atheism in early modern england traces the emergence and
transformation of a distinct apologetic discourse called the
confutation of atheism

Atheism and Secularity 2009-12-21

growing up in a strict muslim community in south east london alom
shaha learnt that religion was not to be questioned reciting the
qur an without understanding what it meant was simply a part of
life so too was obeying the imam and enduring beatings when he
failed to attend the local mosque but alom was more drawn to
science and its power to illuminate as a teen he lived between two
worlds the home controlled by his authoritarian father and a
school alive with books and ideas in a charming blend of memoir
philosophy and science alom explores the questions about faith
and the afterlife that we all ponder this is a book for anyone who
wonders what they should believe and how they should live it s
for those who may need the facts and the ideas as well as the
courage to break free from inherited beliefs in this powerful
narrative alom shows that it is possible to live a compassionate
fulfilling and meaningful life without god



Anti-Atheism in Early Modern England
1580-1720 2015-06-02

the first biography of the colorful life madalyn murray o hair
america s most famous and despised atheist in 1964 life magazine
called madalyn murray o hair the most hated woman in america
another critic described her as rude impertinent blasphemous a
destroyer not only of beliefs but of esteemed values in this first
full length biography bryan f le beau offers a penetrating
assessment of o hair s beliefs and actions and a probing discussion
of how she came to represent both what americans hated in their
enemies and feared in themselves born in 1919 o hair was a divorced
mother of two children born out of wedlock she launched a
crusade against god often using foul language as she became adept
at shocking people and making effective use of the media in delivering
her message she first gained notoriety as one of the primary
litigants in the 1963 case murray v curlett which led the supreme
court to ban school prayer the decision stunned a nation engaged
in fighting godless communism and made o hair america s most
famous and most despised atheist o hair led a colorful life facing
assault charges and extradition from mexico as well as the
defection of her son william who as an adult denounced her she
later served as hustler publisher larry flynt s chief speech writer
in his bid for president of the united states drawing on original
research o hair s diaries and interviews le beau traces her
development from a child of the depression to the dictatorial
abrasive woman who founded the american atheists wrote books
denouncing religion and challenged the words under god in the
pledge of allegiance in god we trust on american currency the tax
exempt status of religious organizations and other activities she
saw as violating the separation of church and state o hair
remained a spokesperson for atheism until 1995 when she and her
son and granddaughter vanished it was later discovered that they
were murdered by o hair s former office manager and an accomplice
fast paced engagingly written and sharply relevant to ongoing



debates about school prayer and other religious issues the atheist
tells the colorful life story of a woman who challenged america
s most deeply held beliefs

The Young Atheist's Handbook
2012-07-19

in the atheist s creed a prominent and widely read contemporary
philosopher dr michael palmer presents the most comprehensive
anthology of the major philosophical arguments for atheism now
before the public while the so called new atheism of richarddawkins
and others has attracted considerable publicity it is these
philosophical arguments that have down the ages provided the
principal landmarks in the unfolding and increasingly widespread
belief that no god exists using a combination of extracts detailed
introductions biographies and extensive bibliographies the author
guides the reader through the history of atheism from the time of
the early greeks down to the present day in this analysis
particular attention is given to the writings of hume nietzsche
marx and freud the atheist s creed requires no specialist knowledge
of philosophy each chapter is structured around a single theme and
the various authors coordinated to allow the full force of the
particular atheistic argument to emerge the result is a compelling
and powerful assessment of the case for atheism which will be
essential and fascinating reading for student and non student alike
and for all those concerned with the fundamental question
whether or not there is a god

The Atheist 2003-01-15

over the last decade new atheists such as sam harris richard
dawkins and christopher hitchens have pushed the issue of atheism
to the forefront of public discussion yet very few of the ensuing
debates and discussions have managed to provide a full and
objective treatment of the subject atheism what everyone needs to



know provides a balanced look at the topic considering atheism
historically philosophically theologically sociologically and
psychologically written in an easily accessible style the book
uses a question and answer format to examine the history of
atheism arguments for and against atheism the relationship between
religion and science and the issue of the meaning of life and whether
or not one can be a happy and satisfied atheist above all the
author stresses that the atheism controversy is not just a
matter of the facts but a matter of burning moral concern both
about the stand one should take on the issues and the
consequences of one s commitment

The Atheist's Creed 2010-10-29

a lament for the soul of atheism real atheism for real atheists
rooted in continental philosophy phenomenology and existential
philosophy atheism reclaimed is original in its attempt to create
different existential concepts to give expressions to what an
authentic atheism might look like for the 21st century utilizing
thinkers like heidegger nietzsche bataille and ranciere virno and
sartre patrick o connor opens up a new path for atheist thought
based on questions of time truth objects and equality in
opposition to more traditional scientific materialist accounts
that underline conventional atheism o connor engages with five key
moments that he argues allow us to begin to build a new
conceptual discourse for atheism nietzsche s response to nihilism
the role of objects an atheistic interpretation of heidegger s
account of time the strange relation between truth and violence
and a refiguring of notions of the common

Atheism 2014-12-08

growing up can be tough growing up as an atheist can be even
harder especially when you have family and friends trying to tell
you it s wrong even little ones need an outlet to know it is ok to



be godless i wanted to create something fun and interactive for
little kids to enjoy i want every little kid to know that it s quite
alright to be who you are

Atheism Reclaimed 2014-09-26

this is a new release of the original 1933 edition

It Is Ok to Be a Godless Me 2013-05-30

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises
in reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier
for people with impaired vision

Atheism in Russia 2013-10

whether understood in a narrow sense as the popular works of a
small number of white male authors or as a larger more diffuse
movement twenty first century scholars journalists and activists
from all sides in the atheism versus theism debate have noted the
emergence of a particular form of atheism frequently dubbed new
atheism the present collection has been brought together to
provide a scholarly yet accessible consideration of the place and
impact of new atheism in the contemporary world combining
traditional and innovative approaches chapters draw on the
insights of philosophers religious studies scholars sociologists
anthropologists and literary critics to provide never before seen
insights into the relationship between new atheism science gender
sexuality space philosophy fiction and much more with
contributions from australia germany and the united kingdom the
volume also presents diversity in regard to religious irreligious
commitment with contributions from atheists theists and more
agnostic orientations new atheism critical perspectives and
contemporary debates features an up to date overview of current
research on new atheism a foreword from stephen bullivant co



editor of the oxford handbook of atheism and eleven new chapters
with extensive bibliographies that will be important to both a
general audience and to those conducting research in this area it
provides a much needed fresh look at a contentious phenomenon and
will hopefully encourage the cooperation and dialogue which has
predominantly been lacking in relevant contemporary debates

Atheism 1890

Melmoth Reconciled; Pierre Grassou; The
Atheist's Mass 2023-08-29

New Atheism: Critical Perspectives and
Contemporary Debates 2017-06-07
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